Abstract REST, event-based, service-oriented, and peer-to-peer. 
Introduction
In an invited paper presented at ICSE 2008 [20] , the authors presented a framework for the evaluation and comparison of different techniques for achieving runtime evolution of software systems. The paper also discussed several architectural styles, comparing and contrasting them in terms of the evaluation framework. Because of the required content of the invited paper (a retrospective on our "most influential paper of ICSE 1998" [19] ), the consideration of the architectural styles was brief. The objective of this paper is to revisit the styles considered in [20] , more carefully evaluating them with regard to the framework, and to expand the discussion to include additional styles. Notably, this paper adds discussion of service-oriented architectures (SOAs) and peer-to-peer styles.
We begin this paper with a very brief introduction to runtime software evolution and our evaluation framework, called BASE, first introduced in [20] . We then consider, in more detail, the styles discussed in the previous paper and then turn our attention to SOAs and to P2P systems. The paper concludes with a call for the careful consideration and development of novel styles, certainly for supporting evolution, but more generally, in ways that capture the rich experience base of the software engineering community.
Runtime Software Evolution
By runtime software evolution (RSE), or alternatively, dynamic adaptation, we refer to the ability of a software system's functionality to be changed during runtime, without requiring a system reload or restart. Such systems are increasingly of interest because of the demand for non-stop systems, or even simply to avoid annoying their users.
Numerous techniques have been devised over the years to support RSE. Arguably, the job of an operating system is to support RSE, enabling new programs to be executed without requiring a system reboot or restart. Ironically, operating system "updates" and patches for security vulnerabilities require a system reboot. More interestingly, however, RSE is focused on supporting dynamic change to applications at the user level. For instance, the ability to "upgrade" a Web browser with new plug-ins without requiring browser restart (and hence without requiring the user to re-navigate to his current context) is an example of RSE attuned to the well-being of the user.
BASE Framework
Our framework, introduced in [20] , provides a means of evaluating, comparing, and combining techniques for runtime evolution. It differentiates techniques based upon the system model they operate on and how they confront four aspects of runtime change: behavior, asynchrony, state, and execution context; as a result, we refer to the framework as BASE.
Typical system models used for RSE range from highlevel abstractions, such as a software architectural model [22] , to executable models, such as source code and machine code, to data-flow models, and others. The model determines the entities that can be changed (e.g., in an architectural model, the components, con-nectors, and configuration) and the operators of change (e.g., in an architectural model, the addition, removal, and replacement of components and connectors and their interconnections).
When a system model is changed during runtime, four aspects of that runtime change must be addressed: 
4.
Execution context: A model is interpreted by some machine, e.g., an 80x86 microprocessor, a Java virtual machine (JVM), a type inference engine, or a data flow engine. As we make runtime changes to our model, we must be careful to not adversely affect the machine that interprets it. For example, we may want to reorder statements in a particular procedure, but the machine executing our program may not support it in situations where the procedure is on the program stack or if the procedure has been inlined within other procedures.
The original paper also discussed implementation probes as part of the evaluation framework. While probes are often indispensable for ascertaining whether, e.g., a particular change can be effected, we do not consider this topic to be intrinsically a matter for evaluating RSE techniques. Consequently, we do not focus on this aspect in the remainder of this paper.
This framework is used in the ensuing discussion, and especially in the table at the end of the paper, to help tease out the differences in the various styles considered. Not all styles or adaptation techniques discussed in the following section include means for addressing all four aspects.
Styles That Make Adaptation Easier
Making life easier for oneself through use of architectural styles is a long-established practice of developers. Architectural styles are named collections "of architectural design decisions that (1) are applicable in a given development context, (2) constrain architectural design decisions that are specific to a particular system within that context, and (3) elicit beneficial qualities in each resulting system" [27] . Here, the beneficial quality sought is dynamic adaptability.
What makes a style amenable to runtime change? In this section, we describe several styles that support runtime evolution and highlight a few styles that show great promise for the future. For each style, we use the BASE framework to categorize the specific characteristics that facilities dynamic adaptation. A summary of these characteristics is provided in Table 1 .
Pipe-and-Filter and Weaves
Style description: The pipe-and-filter style exemplifies explicit, severable components, explicit connectors, the use of common interfaces, and standardization on the root type of all messages (viz., ASCII streams) [24] . Creating a new pipe-and-filter application from existing filters is trivial.
In a pipe-and-filter system each component (filter) is responsible solely for its own processing of the data stream that arrives on its input port and for depositing the processed data on its output port. The pipes route the data streams among the filters. The filters have no dependency on, or knowledge of, their neighboring filters. Moreover, a filter typically does not maintain internal state, meaning that the processing of each chunk of data is entirely self-contained and does not depend on what the filter has done previously. This allows arbitrary addition, removal, replacement, and reconnection of filters (and pipes).
The Weaves system and its accompanying style [12] exploits the strengths of pipe-and-filter and supplies the key missing elements for supporting runtime adaptation. Weaves provides for the dynamic rewiring of pipes through a combination of explicit buffering of messages and flow control mechanisms.
In particular, when a pipe (which is referred to as a "queue" in Weaves, and which is explicitly sized) is detached from a consuming filter (referred to as a "tool fragment" in Weaves), the buffer within the pipe accommodates incoming messages up to its limit. As the buffer's limit is approached, the pipe invokes a standard interface on the producing filter to retard or in-hibit the production of more messages until the rewiring is complete and the buffer regains capacity for handling additional messages. This suggests that the producing filter may have to maintain internal state during dynamic adaptation, but still, no other filters have any dependencies on that state.
BASE Framework:
• Behavior: Tool fragments may be added, removed, and rewired. Weaves can dynamically load the code modules of tool fragments using facilities provided by the operating system. An early example of event-based architecture underlies the Field software development environment [23] .
Field was created with the express intent of supporting dynamism: independent components (Unix tools) were invoked in response to receipt of explicit events routed through a centralized message connector. The set of tools that would respond to a particular event were not pre-specified and tools could be added to and deleted from the set dynamically.
Efficiencies in the way that Field components communicated could be introduced through declaration of the types of events a component would wish to hear about. Additionally, event generating components would advertise their events, so that event routing tables could be formed, possibly dynamically, implicitly connecting event generators and consumers. This mechanism is conceptually that of publish-subscribe. Numerous pubsub mechanisms have appeared over the past fifteen years [9] (a notable example is Siena [4] ), enabling this basic technique to be effectively applied in a wide variety of circumstances [15] .
• Behavior: Components may be added and removed, possibly resulting in new events being generated. 
Event-based components and connectors: C2
Style description: C2 is a style that imposes a particular topology on components that otherwise communicate via events [26] . All communication is mediated by active, first-class connectors. A component is attached to at most a single connector on its top and another on its bottom. Two types of events are exchanged by components: requests, which flow upward, and notifications, which flow downward. A component in a C2-style architecture may have knowledge of the components above it (hence its ability to issue requests for specific services), but has no knowledge of the components below (hence its ability to only issue notifications on its bottom side).
The event-based interaction coupled with the topological constraints and active connectors renders the C2 components readily severable from a given architecture. Thus the unit of behavioral change is the component. C2's layering and visibility rules further promoted adaptability, since they strictly limit the latent or implicit dependencies that arise from knowing which component is going to service a particular event.
Another characteristic of C2 that makes it amenable to dynamic adaptation is the lack of shared state among components: the only allowed way for components to interact is via events. The style, however, makes no particular provision for managing a component's active state when the component is replaced. While such facilities have been built into the C2-specific tool support [16] , they are external to the style.
BASE Framework:
• Behavior: Components may be added, removed, and rewired. C2 can dynamically load the code modules of new components and connectors using facilities provided by the operating system. 
Map-Reduce
Style description: The Map-Reduce style [7] parallelizes computations over large data sets by distributing the work across a collection of processing nodes. The desired computation is divided into two phases: a map phase, which is given a chunk of the data set as input and outputs a set of key/value paris (k,v), and a reduce phase, which is given all values of a particular key (k, (v1...vn)) and outputs the final result of the computation. Given the data set, the map function, and the reduce function, the Map-Reduce infrastructure splits the data set into independent chunks and executes the map phase in parallel among the processing nodes. It tracks the progress of the nodes and, if a node fails, reassigns the work to another node. It then sorts the intermediate key/value pairs and executes the reduce phase in parallel among the processing nodes.
By partitioning its computation and data, a MapReduce-based system can efficiently parallelize and load balance a computation across a set of nodes and cope with node failures -i.e. adapting on the fly.
As an example, Yahoo recently used its Map-Reduce infrastructure, called Hadoop, to run the terabyte sort benchmark using over 900 nodes in just under 300 seconds [30] .
BASE Framework:
• Behavior: The Map-Reduce infrastructure can alter one aspect of system behavior, namely, it can speed up and slow down the rate of computation by adding and removing nodes during runtime.
• Asynchrony: Asynchrony is managed centrally by the infrastructure: nodes do not communicate directly with one another, but operate exclusively on the chunks of data provided by the infrastructure. The infrastructure decides if and when to start a node and whether or not to discard its output.
• State: Like asynchrony, the impact on system state as runtime changes are made is centrally managed by the infrastructure. When speeding up the computation, unprocessed chunks of the data set are distributed to new nodes. When slowing down the computation or in the event of a node failure, the node's output is discarded and its chunk of the data set is requeued for processing by other nodes.
• Execution context: Nodes execute in their own thread of control, without shared state. This obviates control flow dependencies and data synchronization issues. Data flow dependence among nodes -where the output of the map phase is sorted and fed as input to the reduce phase -is indirect and centrally mediated by the Map-Reduce infrastructure. As such, issues such as partial or corrupted data are avoided.
Externalizing State: REST Style description: The World Wide Web is arguably the world's most successful dynamically adaptable system. The Web is continually changing as clients, servers, proxies, and gateways come and go with staggering rapidity. The application is so dynamic that no complete representation of its architecture "right now" is possible.
The Web owes its dynamic adaptability to its architectural style; indeed, the dynamism is so extreme that the Web is only understandable and describable in terms of its architectural style, which is known as REpresentational State Transfer, or REST [10] . REST has been the principal style of the Web since the mid-1990's, guiding the design of the HTTP/1.1 protocol and the other key elements of the Web. (N.B. there are elements of the Web now which do not hew to the REST style; some of these deviations are considered below in the subsection on CREST.)
Designed to support the network exchange of hypermedia documents while preserving component inde-pendence (thus providing integration scaling in the face of agency borders) and minimizing latency (providing one aspect of performance scaling), REST can be summarized as six simple principles [27] : 1. The key abstraction of information is a resource, named by an URL 2. The representation of a resource is a sequence of bytes plus metadata to describe those bytes 3. All interactions are context-free 4. Only a few primitive operations are available 5. Idempotent operations and representation metadata are encouraged in support of caching 6. The presence of intermediaries is promoted Each of the six principles contributes to the scaling, diversity, and ease of adaptation seen within REST's most notable use, the Web. URLs are an anarchic, decoupled namespace with no central authority. Each Web server may support whatever URLs it chooses and assign whatever meaning it deems appropriate to each URL. The freedom to introduce server-specific namespaces and resources is partially responsible for the outpouring of innovative Web sites and uses.
In response to receipt of a request, a Web server transmits a representation of the resource requested. The type of the resource is not constrained by the style; rather, interoperability is achieved through reference to an open standard (MIME) for meta-data naming the type of the representation transmitted. Hence the types of resources maintained by servers may change without constraint; the types of representations sent may also change, albeit more slowly, through extension of MIME types. Browsers may be changed independently to display newly developed MIME types; welldesigned browsers will "gracefully" handle MIME types with which they are not familiar.
REST principle #3, "all interactions are context-free" is perhaps the most critical in yielding the Web's scalability -a particular kind of adaptability. Sometimes phrased rather misleadingly as "the protocol is stateless", the principle demands that all state be externalized. A request sent to a server must carry with it whatever state is necessary for the server to process the request, without requiring recourse to any prior history of interaction. This is the property that enables the scaling of server farms. Repeated interactions between, e.g., an end user and a book retailer need not always transpire through the same server. Rather, any of the retailer's servers -including newly activated ones -will be able to service the requests. Similarly, a response message to a client browser can provide complete hypertextual context, determining the set of navigation options for the user.
Principle #4 keeps the barrier for introducing new processing components low, as the number of operations that must be supported is small (in HTTP/1.1 these include GET, POST, PUT, and DELETE). Principles 5 and 6 also support adaptability, as support for caching promotes dynamic optimization of request servicing.
The preceding description of REST and its application in the Web hints at how it exploits some key adaptation leverage points. In the case of the Web, clients, servers, and proxies, for instance, are explicit, identifiable runtime elements whose interactions (bindings) are orchestrated by the HTTP/1.1 protocol. This enables their ready manipulation. Explicit message exchange using plain text-based meta-data enables intermediaries to manage interactions. Context-free interactions enable the management of state, for state is externalized.
• Behavior: Web servers and browsers may be added and removed arbitrarily. Both servers and browsers may support whatever set of MIME types they choose, and may change that set arbitrarily.
• Asynchrony: Since all interaction are context-free, there are no dependencies among the components comprising the Web at any given moment. Intermediaries, namely caches, enable servicing of requests while a server is unavailable.
• State: Since all state is externalized in the HTTP requests, the REST style does not need to provide separate facilities to manage state during adaptation.
• Execution context: All Web servers, browsers, and
intermediaries execute in their own threads of control. This obviates control flow dependencies and data synchronization issues.
Computational REST
Style description: The preceding discussion of REST mentioned that not all behaviors seen in today's Web are consistent with the REST architectural style. One example is the increasing presence of computation on clients, such as performed by JavaScript or as seen in AJAX applications. Erenkrantz et al. have studied these variations in detail and synthesized a new architectural style, Computational REST [8] , that is notable in (at least) the ways it supports dynamism.
Computational REST, or CREST, can be understood as a generalization of REST in which computations are the unit of exchange, rather than REST's representations. That is, in REST a server returns a static representation of a resource -frequently as HTML -to a browser for display. In CREST, servers can send computations to a client for further execution. Computations may be, e.g., transformation of an image, a temporal service (such as "tomorrow's projected cloud cover over LAX"), a generated collection of other resources, or a simulation of an object -such as of a building's power consumption. While the details of CREST are complex, and space constraints prevent their full presentation, the upshot regarding dynamism is clear. While REST externalized state in communication and hence promoted a variety of kinds of adaptation, CREST externalizes state, commands that are to operate on the state, and how a collection of commands are to be orchestrated to accomplish some larger goal. By externalizing these additional elements greater control is afforded over changing behavior as well as managing the execution context aspect of runtime adaptation. Thus, for instance, achieving application quiescence may be dramatically eased, for the meta-narrative overseeing a computation may simply halt a computation, send it "away", change the execution locus (e.g. to improve some locally offered service), retrieve the computation, and resume it on the newly improved peer. Moreover REST makes a fairly sharp distinction between clients and servers, wherein computation is confined to servers; clients (browsers) just present data. CREST erases this distinction, enabling adaptation throughout a system. CREST thus affords the prospect of bringing the degree of adaptivity seen in the current Web to all manner of multi-party distributed computation.
Mobile agent-based architectures [1, 5, 25, 29] act as representatives of a particular party in moving from computer to computer to collect and share relevant information. These architectures are related to CREST and, to the extent they externalize computations and state, offer similar benefits with respect to adaptation.
BASE Framework:
• Behavior: CREST peers may join and leave arbitrarily. Computations are exchanged among the peers, allowing for arbitrary behavior to be achieved at runtime in principle.
• Asynchrony: Since all interaction are context-free, there are no dependencies among the CREST peers.
• State: All aspects of state are made explicit and externalized via CREST computations. • Execution context: All CREST peers execute on separate virtual machines. The particular execution context of a given computation is entirely encapsulated within that computation.
Service-Oriented Architectures
Style description: For the purposes of this discussion we consider service-oriented architectures to comprise multiple functions ("services") existing in their own name and address spaces, interacting remotely over a network using some protocol [21] . In most respects SOAs are simply distributed applications. Ostensibly, SOAs are distinguished from other distributed systems because:
• the services may be under separate authorities;
• the services may be implemented in different languages and execute on a variety of machines; and • services may be dynamically discovered and composed to perform some business activity.
The presence of multiple, independent authorities managing a network of services introduces new needs: the need to manage trust and application security across authority boundaries, and the need to manage the possibility that services may be changed by providers without adequate notification to the users. That services can change unexpectedly is the most relevant for discussion of runtime adaptation: one common thread in SOA development has been the introduction of different decoupling mechanisms intended to (at least partially) shield one service from changes to another, or to allow the dynamic discovery and replacement of one service by another.
Decoupling mechanisms are seen in CORBA [28] or CORBA-like mechanisms in the early years of SOAs, SOAP-over-HTTP in the Web Services world, and more recently "enterprise software buses," which are a form of event notification/message-oriented middleware with application orchestration achieved through use of workflow languages. A mechanism common to all these technologies is the use of delayed binding between the name of the service requested and the actual service provider. In CORBA, this indirection is done through a naming or trading service. In SOAPover-HTTP, the service requested is described in an XML document encased in a SOAP envelope [3, 17] . Upon receipt (by whatever authority receives the HTTP message) the agent opens the envelope, parses the XML, and dynamically determines what local service to invoke. Parameters to the service are also passed in the SOAP envelope. The format for the contents of a SOAP envelope, however, is application-specific, which limits how intermediaries can interpret, cache, or redirect requests or results. In enterprise service buses, message routing can be simple (e.g., direct addressing, static routing) or complex (e.g., rules-, policy-, or content-based routing). 
Map/Reduce
Infrastructure can speed-up and slow-down the computation by adding and removing nodes; if a node fails, its chunk of the data set can be re-queued for another node Nodes are independent; infrastructure distributes work to nodes Infrastructure splits data set and assigns to nodes; if a node fails, infrastructure can discard its output and re-queue the work REST HTTP servers -which are stateless -can be restarted for updates. Browsers may be updated independently by users Various techniques, e.g., direct all requests to nodes, update idle nodes, direct all requests to updated nodes, update remaining nodes. Receipt of partial messages should be handled gracefully.
State is externalized: all messages carry state and may be inspected; HTTP server is stateless. State stored externally, in, e.g., a database, and updated separately Before update of a server, e.g., "drain" inprocess requests and refuse new requests.
CREST
Stateless servers (peers) may offer URL-specific interpreters; nominal behavior is encapsulated in computations that are transmitted While SOAs leverage decoupling and dynamic binding between callers and callees as a mechanism to enable dynamic evolution, coordination of evolution across services is not strongly addressed in the SOA community. While there is intense focus on, e.g., routing and orchestrating individual messages, there has been little attention paid thus far to orchestrating changes across services and authority boundaries.
BASE Framework:
• Behavior: Service providers are completely independent of one another and can change the behavior of their services. 
Peer-to-Peer Architectures
Style description: The peer-to-peer style is characterized by a distributed collection of nodes (called peers) that communicate using an overlay network [18] . Generally, all peers provide identical services, though some P2P systems introduce special peers for bootstrapping purposes or centralizing particular services. Peers are often independent and can join and leave the network on an ad hoc basis. In Skype (www.skype.com), for example, each peer is an instance of the Skype application running on a user's machine, and millions of peers form a world-wide network to support audio and video conferencing amongst users [2] . In the earlier Gnutella P2P system, each peer is an application running on a user's machine that implements the Gnutella protocol [13] . The protocol was focused on search and file sharing. BitTorrent [6] is similar, with each peer focused on efficiently acquiring a copy of a large file from across the network, while simultaneously assisting other peers in performing the same task through uploading chunks of the media file already acquired. Coordination of BitTorrent peers is performed by master nodes.
P2P systems are fundamentally built to support failure or "unexplained absence" of previously active peers, as well as unpredicted addition of arbitrary new peers. System state is distributed amongst all peers and redundantly stored to cope with peers joining and leaving the network. Peers expect other peers to leave unexpectedly and new peers to probe the state of the system as a matter of course. For example, the name and location of a new Skype user joining the network is replicated on multiple peers. As such, discrepancies between peers is possible and must be addressed.
In large P2P networks, it is impractical to assume that all peers can be upgraded in unison. P2P protocols often provide a means for peers to declare or query the capabilities of other peers. Thus, the overall system supports runtime behavioral change one peer at a time: a peer leaves the network, updates its implementation, and rejoins the network. Change is inherently asynchronous in such a system.
BASE Framework:
• Behavior: Peers may be added and removed arbitrarily, and may provide arbitrary functionality.
• Asynchrony: There is no requirement that the entire P2P system be updated in unison. Each peer may join or leave the system independently of other peers. Dynamic change to P2P systems is hence inherently incremental and asynchronous.
• State: System state is distributed among the peers and redundantly stored. New peers are expected to probe the state of the system. • Execution context: All peers execute in their own threads of control, likely within designated sandboxes on their local hosts. There is no assumption of a homogeneous execution context. Furthermore, specially designated master peers may redirect computation to specific nodes, e.g., to balance the computational or communication loads.
Discussion
The "adaptable styles" surveyed above exhibit a wide variety of techniques for addressing the key elements of the BASE framework: the needs of changing behavior, updating state, handling the asynchrony inherent in change, and addressing the needs of updating the execution context. These differences are summarized in the table on the preceding page.
What is to be learned from this large set of techniques?
(1) They were developed to address particular types of adaptation needs. (2) They were codified in terms of design rules and principles. (3) They were applied during system implementation. In other words, the applications were designed to be adaptable by following design rules -styles-that make that adaptation possible and manageable.
A more substantive insight can be phrased in terms of the adaptation leverage points found in the different styles, i.e. common techniques used by these architectural styles to achieve adaptability. We argued in [20] that the central techniques that have been successful in facilitating adaptation -and which are essential in new styles that are designed to support adaptation -are:
• making the parts that are subject to change identifiable and manipulable;
• providing mechanisms for controlling interactions with the parts subject to change; and • providing techniques for managing state.
Arguably this is just another way of looking at the core elements of BASE. However, reflecting on them in the context of the preceding table has helped to identify two general strategies: make bindings malleable and use explicit events/messages in communication.
Malleable binding means that an entity is not necessarily linked to its usage context until the time during execution when the computation cannot proceed further in absence of a specific linkage; moreover such linkage can be reset again, later, to meet adaptation needs. The key is that this concept can be applied at higher levels in the abstraction hierarchy than execution. As we previously wrote [20] , a plug-in component, for instance, may remain unbound to a master application until, e.g. application initialization, or even until the point at which the plug-in would be called to perform some service. Likewise, clients may only be bound to a particular server once a load balancer determines which server out of some class has the best chance of quickly attending to the client. Messages may be delayed in binding to a specific destination, as they are routed across intermediaries. Malleable bindings means that adaptation comes "for free" with respect to the given binding context. This concept is used in several existing approaches that leverage styles to enable dynamic adaptation. For example, Rainbow [11] couples an architectural style with its corresponding adaptation style and actively maintains the mapping between the architecture and implemented system. Thus, any changes to the architecture are guided by its style and subsequently reified (i.e., bound) to the corresponding changes in the system. Similarly, Kramer and Magee's layered reference architecture for supporting self-adaptive systems [14] binds the architectural decision-making facilities at different layers only as necessary: each layer is expected to handle its own adaptation in principle and only when it is unable to do so does it seek help of the (meta-) layer above.
As we have earlier argued, use of explicit, or "firstclass" events/messages in communication facilitates adaptation. This happens in two main ways.
First, such communication implies a strong decoupling of the components engaged in the communication: no direct procedure calls are involved, no shared memory, no tight bindings. Second, first-class events are encapsulated entities, so they may be examined, logged, or manipulated by third-parties to serve various adaptation needs. They may have associated meta-data (as occurs in HTTP/1.1 for example) that enable reasoning about what kinds of processing services they may require upon reaching their destination.
Explicit messages are leveraged to varying degrees by existing architecture-based adaptation techniques. For example, C2 [26] and Weaves [12] were incorporated into our early message-driven architectural adaptation framework [19] . This framework has been a key influence for a number of subsequent approaches, including Rainbow as well as a couple of recent techniques for building self-adaptive robotics applications [31, 32] .
Conclusion
There is little doubt that the need for self-adapting, autonomous systems is going to increase. It is almost a corollary that much of such adaptation will happen dynamically, while the application remains in at least some degree of continuous execution. Designing such applications demands thought beforehand regarding the technique(s) to use to enable the desired kind of RSE. In some cases the most effective strategy will be to simply see which of the many existing strategies, such as those discussed above, match the adaptation needs of the new application, and follow the best one.
More challenging, and more interesting from the research perspective, is tackling those situations where existing strategies do not suffice. Such needs may arise from, say, performance demands, or complicated state and transaction management needs. Whatever the reason, a thoughtful analysis may yield a novel architectural style, applicable not just to the immediate task, but more generally. The peer-to-peer style discussed earlier arose from the desire to "share" digital mediayet the resulting style has proven to be of value in a wide variety of circumstances, including the robust telephony provided by Skype.
We believe that as a community we should be actively promoting the development of new architectural styles and concomitant adaptation techniques. Such contributions are constructive, helping us all in the development of new systems.
